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Abstract:
This paper considers the testimonies of four female survivors of sexual violence who gave interviews to the USC Shoah Foundation Institute’s Visual History Archive. For the survivor, talking about this experience (sometimes for the first time since the war) is often one of great emotion and trauma. These women relive their experiences of sexual assault while giving their memories voice, motivated by the desire to put their stories ‘on the record’. In this paper, I focus on four interviews with women survivors and explore ‘what happens next’ when traumatic memories are shared. I consider how emotions from the event are present in the interview, the inevitable intertwining of memories of sexual violence and those of other traumatic Holocaust events, as well as the way the interview space, and interviewer/interviewee interactions within the interview, affect how emotion is expressed and what emotions are experienced. I also consider ethical implications for how oral historians can use these kinds of difficult interviews, particularly when accessing an existing archive of interviews.

Introduction
Talking about sexual violence and the Holocaust brings up complicated emotions for many women in the Shoah Foundation’s Visual History Archive. The process of giving Holocaust testimony is arguably an emotive process in itself. But talking about sexual violence in the context of the genocide often leads to complex, layered memories of grief, guilt, shame, trauma, anger, pain and anguish. For many survivors, their experiences of sexual violence are intricately intertwined with their Holocaust experiences, and remembering separation from family members, deportations, the people who saved them and even liberation can also mean recalling their memories of abuse and assault.

For Holocaust historians interested in sexual violence, oral history is usually the preferred, and often only, source of information. Some scholars have made use of Nazi documentation, but these records are always perpetrator-centred. These documents have proved fruitful in explaining how Nazi institutions dealt with sexual violence against Jewish women, particularly the Wehrmacht (the German army). However, they tell us very little about the experience of the survivor or about the prevalence of sexual violence, given that most assaults were not reported to Nazi authorities and many that were reported were not prosecuted. Survivor writings, such as memoirs, poetry and other forms of literature, have been fruitful for discussions of sexual violence. In these varied works, survivors discuss fears of sexual violence, moments of vulnerability at camp intake and witnessing sexual abuse against friends and family. While valuable, research utilising written literature and memoirs taps into a small subset of the survivor community with the inclination and ability to communicate their experiences in writing. In light of these evidentiary limitations, the majority of scholars interested in exploring the experiences of Jewish women and sexual violence turn to survivor testimony. Oral testimony allows scholars to gain the insights of multiple survivors, particularly those whose stories may not have been recorded in other forms, offering a breadth of experiences to draw on.

This article is drawn from a larger study investigating survivor testimonies discussing sexual violence collected by the USC Shoah Foundation Institute between 1994 and 1999. Holocaust testimony projects are often large scale, but the Shoah Foundation’s venture is the largest collection of audio-visual interviews in the world to date. The Foundation’s Visual History Archive (VHA), its digitised database and testimony repository, houses nearly 52,000 interviews with Holocaust survivors. The testimonies were collected in the mid-1990s across 56 countries and in 32 different languages, creating an archive of rich and varied survivor stories. The project was famously begun by Steven Spielberg following the critical and commercial success of his Holocaust film Schindler’s List (1993), leading to his establishment of the Foundation (initially known as the Survivors of the Shoah Foundation) in order to record the stories of as many Holocaust survivors as possible. The Foundation’s ambitious goal of 50,000 interviews by the year 2000 was reached and surpassed, with the resulting testimonies preserved in digital format and made available via institutional subscription around the world.
The Shoah Foundation is not without its critics, and its approach to testimony collection and interview procedure has certainly influenced the way difficult stories are told within the VHA. The interview process was heavily regulated by the Foundation: interviewer guidelines gave pages of instructions to the volunteer interviewers to ensure consistency between testimonies. The interviews were to follow a particular narrative arc: pre-war life in Europe, wartime persecution and postwar regeneration. This prescribed format led to a structured interview, and necessitated an ‘interventionist interviewer’ who directed the flow of the discussion. While some interviewers are less intrusive than others, the general prescriptiveness of the interview process has largely resulted in fairly guided and interviewer-heavy testimonies. The discussion of sensitive, emotional topics, such as sexual violence, are directly impacted by this, as this article shows.

In this article, I consider the testimonies of four women survivors who conducted interviews with the Shoah Foundation between 1995 and 1997 in the United States. The testimonies are drawn from a much larger study on sexual violence against Jewish women during the Holocaust. For this project, I watched all 989 English-language interviews conducted by and stored in the digital archive of the Shoah Foundation that were indexed with sexual violence keywords. My work is an archival study of the narratives of sexual violence in the VHA, and considers not only what we can learn about sexual violence through these testimonies, but also how these stories are shaped by the institutional context of the interviews, the way survivors have interpreted and reinterpreted their experiences of sexual violence and their decisions to talk about these memories to the Shoah Foundation.

Talking about sexual violence during the Holocaust is never easy. For some of the women in my sample, the interview with the Shoah Foundation is the first time they have spoken about these experiences after four decades of silence. Others use the interview as a chance to tell their families (who will receive a copy of the videotaped session) the truth of what happened to them during the war years. These discussions are typically painful, distressing, grief-provoking and difficult for the women. These are not uncommon emotions in Holocaust testimonies, and previous scholars have noted the intricate and complicated layers of trauma survivors carry in their interviews. However, the untold nature of many of these stories, and the absence of those like them in Holocaust historiography, which had only just begun to probe gendered experiences in the 1990s, made stories of sexual violence particularly difficult for women to disclose. The interviews are thus loaded with different layers of emotion: that of the initial assault, the cumulative distress of living with the experience for decades before the interview, and the emotion of retelling the story in the interview setting, all wrapped in the larger, traumatic narrative of their Holocaust experience.

In this article, I discuss how women’s testimonies about sexual violence are infused with emotion. The testimonies demonstrate the embodiment of past emotion in the survivors’ present, as they recall traumatic memories of sexual violence. They show how emotions can be created within the interview space, either through the act of recollection or due to the interaction with the interviewer. I argue that memories and narratives of sexual violence during the Holocaust can express tangled emotions that make remembering and talking about these events particularly difficult in the present.

‘You are beyond your own help’: Past emotions are also present emotions

Recalling trauma means talking about emotions experienced in the past, but it can also mean reexperiencing that pain. In his pivotal work on Holocaust testimony, Lawrence Langer argues that survivors are not ‘reviving’ their memories of traumatic experiences in their interviews: ‘There is no need to revive what has never died’. Holocaust survivors live with their complicated memories constantly, and the interview space becomes a place where not only memory is shared but also emotion.

A key example of this is Esther G.’s testimony. In 1944, Esther was sent to the Skarżysko-Kamienna labour camp in Poland when she was seventeen years old. This camp has become infamous for the rampant sexual violence perpetrated against Jewish female prisoners by not only the guards, but also the German
The camp was an armaments manufacturing site and Esther worked building light armaments. After another prisoner’s smuggling plan was detected, the prisoner framed Esther as the one who gave him the contraband bullets found in his possession, to protect his lover and as revenge for Esther’s rejection of his romantic overtures toward her. The German commander of the facility, Fritz Bartenschlager, soon uncovered the lie and shot the two offending prisoners. But he did not allow Esther to return to work either. He told Esther that she was very beautiful and, as a young woman, probably wanted to live. But he ‘can’t resist me,’ Esther says, tugging at the collar of her blouse. He molested her in the office of the interrogation, then blindfolded her and took her down to the mines, known to the prisoners as the ‘death department.’ He then forced her to stand at a weighing station and measure out gunpowder for bullets for three days and nights without sleep. She managed to do this without making any mistakes, so after three days, he let her go back to her work detail.

Esther’s terrifying experience is recounted in quiet detail in her testimony. She describes her molestation carefully, and both her physical pain and her emotional anguish are evident:

And he took his right hand and twist my breast. [Whispers] The left one. [Pause] It hurt more than any pain can hurt because it’s not only the physical pain from it. It is the moral. It is the crucial – everything is taken from you away.

And you are beyond your own help.

Her emotional distress at the time of the assault is clear, but so too is her anguish as she recalls the event in her interview. This is particularly evident through her frequent use of the present tense. She begins in the past tense, but slips into the present tense when referencing the psychological distress she felt while being abused. The present tense demonstrates her mental state in this moment of the interview: the pain is not past for her but continues in the present. She whispers when telling the interviewer how he grabbed her body and her voice is strained. Her description is filled with pauses as she swallows before continuing.

Esther’s testimony demonstrates present emotion not only in her words, but also in her physical presence. Body language can be particularly instructive in oral history interviews. Audio-visual interviews allow the viewer not only to hear the words spoken and the changing qualities of the narrator’s voice, but to place this in the context of their physicality. In Esther’s interview, her movements indicate a physical connection with the memory of her assault. When beginning her story about the officer, she pulls on the collar of her blouse, obscuring the microphone for a few seconds. A minute later, as she says, ‘twist my breast’, her voice raises in pitch, indicating her anxiety at the memory. The next few words – ‘The left one’, are whispered faintly, and her right hand clutches at her left breast. Her movements in placing her own hand on her breast indicate not only what the German officer did to her but also an attempt to protect herself. Her mirroring actions indicate the embodied nature of the memory. Memory of traumatic events is not only embedded in our minds as words and images, but also as physical feelings. As Esther describes her assault, she remembers his touch; her movements mimic his, whilst also seeming to protect her from the remembered feeling. Within the interview space, as Esther demonstrates the physicality of her memory, both the interviewer and the viewer – removed from the scene in time and space – witness this connection between the past traumatic event and the present emotional retelling.

Within the interview space, when listening to and watching Esther speak, it is clear that while what she is recounting is in the past, what she felt then continues to be felt in the interview. Her physical discomfort and movements hint at physical pain echoing from her experience fifty years before. While her sense of self may have been restored in the ensuing years since her assault, the feeling of having everything stripped away still haunts her and recalling it means not only giving voice to her memories but also physically remembering what happened to her.

Survivors of sexual violence often experience feelings of guilt or shame after the assault. They sometimes blame themselves for being attacked, or for not being able to prevent or stop it. These feelings are present for Holocaust survivors who experienced sexual violence, but their responses are also entwined with their guilt and identity as a Holocaust survivor. That these women were assaulted during the Holocaust adds an additional layer of complex emotions. Not only do they need to come to terms with being violated sexually, but also with all the horrors of the genocide and the loss of family members and their former lives.

For Eva G., the memory of the attempted rape she suffered on the train on the way to Auschwitz is tied to her guilt about the death of her sister. Eva, 15 years old, and her 13-year-old sister, Vera, were deported from Sered concentration camp in Czechoslovakia to Auschwitz in 1944. As they boarded the train, the sisters were reunited with a man who had been a friend of their parents. He joined the pair in the wagon and helped them on the long journey. He invited the sisters to lean on him in the cramped cattle car and encouraged them to think about their parents rather than paying attention to the desperate fighting occurring in the crush around them. But as their journey neared its last day, the man tried to rape Eva. Vera was sleeping and did not know about the assault, but Eva physically
withdrew to the other side of the wagon. Feeling that she could not burden her younger sister, Eva emotionally withdrew from her also and would not tell her what had happened. This physical and emotional distance led to an argument and, when they arrived at Auschwitz, Vera tried to escape from her sister. Remembering her mother’s instructions when they last parted that Eva was to be ‘the big one and look after her, whatever happened’, she clung to her sister on the crowded platform. During the selection, where fit, able-bodied Jews were sent to work and children, the elderly and the weak were sent to their deaths, Eva was sent to the right, to work, and Vera, left and to the gas. Eva asked to remain with her sister, but, still angry about the train journey, Vera eagerly joined the group destined for death. 21

In the case of both the attempted rape on the train and her separation from her sister, Eva’s testimony emphasises her feelings of helplessness and isolation. The abuse had made her ‘grow up overnight’: she was no longer the person she had been before. She was unable to explain the abuse to her sister: ‘So the man was gone, and I made my way back to my sister, who was not speaking to me. I couldn’t explain, she was so much of a baby, I couldn’t explain anything to her. And we left the wagon, very, very angry with each other.’ 22 Her inability to explain herself to her sister is the focus of Eva’s testimony here – a self-imposed silence intended to not only spare Eva from putting her abuse into words, but to protect her sister.

Similarly, Eva’s description of the moments following the separation from Vera focuses on helplessness:

And in a moment, she was free of me and ran and she ran away happily. [Twelve second pause] [voice shaking] Um, I guess what happened next, it was intensive and so incredibly alien that it kept me too busy to try and find out [what happened to Vera]. And I recall being stripped of that pitiful suitcase. On my mind was one thing, that I had her things. How would she get her things? Well that didn’t take long to be clarified. 23

Vera’s elation at being free from her sister becomes an image of her running happily to her death in the gas chambers, while Eva was forced to proceed alone to the work camp. Eva’s inability to save Vera mirrors her vulnerability to the abuser in the train. She could not protect her sister, as her mother had insisted she should, just as she could not stop the older friend from assaulting her in the wagon.

Eva’s memory of emotional pain caused by her sexual assault is complicated as it is also the despair of losing her sister. Eva struggles to reconcile her own survival with her sister’s death. Her own natural mental anguish about being almost raped by a family friend in a cattle car needs to be tempered, in her mind, with the fact that her sister was murdered the same day and as the ‘result’ of the molestation. In fact, Eva qualifies her story about the assault by saying ‘I’m telling you this because it’s very important to what happened later.’ She tells the story to explain the separation from her sister. The moment of recollection in the interview is where Eva reveals the twisted, double-trauma of her initiation into Auschwitz. She cannot remember or talk about her sister without also recalling the attempted rape she suffered. While Eva is emotionally controlled for most of the time while talking about this experience, the end of this story leads her to take a 12 second pause, before shakily continuing to describe the routine of showering and shaving inmates. In those minutes of silence, Eva pulls her emotions back before they spill over in the interview, holding her gaze on the interviewer and then dropping it to her lap, sadly shaking her head. 24

Further complicating Eva’s memory is that her experience of sexual abuse is not only tied to the death of her sister but to an iconic Holocaust event: the arrival at Auschwitz. This event is a frequent touchstone in not only testimony but also Holocaust representations such as film, as well as in scholarship. As such, for many survivors, their arrival story is a frequently told one. In order to tell hers, Eva must either tell the story of her sexual assault or edit that story out. In either version, she is remembering not only Auschwitz, but also her sister’s death and the attempted rape. Holocaust and gender scholar Joan Ringelheim terms this ‘split memory’. Survivors (and scholars) of the Holocaust struggle to reconcile experiences of sexual violence within the context of their other Holocaust memories. Sexual violence seems unimportant to the overall story of Holocaust because it is often absent from both scholarship and from survivor narratives, writes Ringelheim. 25 But when common aspects of Holocaust narratives involve sexual violence, separating them can be a problem. Eva’s example demonstrates how memories of sexual violence during the Holocaust are frequently tied to other painful memories, such as the death of family members, which make them all the more difficult to live with.

‘You’re speaking of what happens now, just right now?’: Emotions created in the interview space

While Esther’s and Eva’s stories are of emotive memories, we know as oral historians that emotions can be created in the interview space as a result of the interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee. In the previous two examples, the interviewer was more passive; allowing the survivor the space to talk about and express their pain as they recalled their memories. But the next two interviews demonstrate that the act of recalling memories of sexual violence during the Holocaust during an interview can itself generate new emotions.
Survivors of sexual violence conducting interviews with the Shoah Foundation faced a complex decision before and during the interview as to whether they would reveal these particular memories. Thus even the spectre of the interview would likely have engendered stress in many interviewees. For Irene B., contemplating giving testimony brought on considerable stress. Irene B. and her mother, Helena, were members of a Yugoslavian partisan group in Serbia. There was a fight between their group and Četnici, a Chetnik nationalist guerrilla force, and Irene and her mother were arrested by the nationalists and taken to a prison in Vlasotince, Serbia. Irene and Helena had false identity papers, so they were not detected as Jews and were imprisoned as partisans. In the Yugoslav prison, she was raped multiple times by the head of the Chetniks, every day for the year that she was imprisoned. Eventually, the Chetnik organised for her to be transferred to a German facility, so that he would not have to kill her, and in the second prison she was raped again by a German soldier named Franz. After managing to be released from German custody with the help of a friend with further false papers who vouched for the women, Irene was raped by a third man, a soldier she had never seen before, who accosted her on a street and pushed her into an abandoned house and raped her. Irene struggles while recalling her memories of her time in the Chetnik prison, where she witnessed the daily torture of other inmates while in solitary confinement, waiting for her rapist to return to abuse her again.

Towards the end of this long and difficult interview, her interviewer, a man named Burton Leiser, asks her to reflect on ‘how it feels to reminisce about these events that you, in a way, have put out of your mind for so many years and… what it’s been like for you to do this.’ Irene clarifies, ‘You’re speaking of what happens now [in the interview], just right now?’ ‘Yes,’ says Leiser. She immediately responds, ‘Devastating. Absolutely devastating.’ Irene then talks about her initial contact with the Shoah Foundation and agreeing to give an interview, knowing that would mean talking about these painful experiences:

And after I hanged up from her [the representative from the Shoah Foundation], I received a migraine headache, which I never have headaches, almost never. The headache is still with me going on. And my stomach was terribly upset and I started reminiscing… And I started saying, ‘I can’t go through that [talking about the Holocaust], that’s too devastating for me! What am I doing! How can I play with my mind, going back something I have put away for fifty-five years? I don’t want to think about it… I had a couple of sleepless nights and when you called me [the interviewer] [pause] I chickened out. I decided I cannot go through with that. I just can’t… you’ll be such an effect on me, having sleepless nights, starting all over, thinking [about] what I went through, when I shelved that away for 55 years. … And it’s buried very much. In my head, somewhere. And there is a big something pressing against it.

In this passage, Irene honestly reveals the mental blocks she has consciously and unconsciously put in place to protect herself from her memories. When thinking abstractly about giving an interview, the idea seemed bearable – ‘I’m a very happy person’, she tells her interviewer minutes before this exchange. ‘I have a very relaxed life.’ But as soon as she made concrete plans to talk about her memories, she experienced considerable physical and psychological torment. These symptoms echo her description of her physical condition when imprisoned by Četnici, where she was raped daily by the head of the facility. At that time, she also had stomach pains, sleepless nights and terrible headaches. Her body’s stress response to being forced to remember as she made plans to give an interview mimicked the physical torment she suffered for a year while in this prison.

The physical pain was so much that, after many sleepless nights, Irene called to cancel her interview. She compared talking about her experiences, particularly the multiple rapes, to ‘playing with my mind.’ But she changed her mind again while speaking with the Foundation. She says to Leiser, ‘And in a way it’s okay. In a way it’s good to get it out… Maybe I will get now a release… Maybe it will be good for me. I don’t know.’ Searching for catharsis, she gave a candid interview that she planned to show her children, to whom she had never confided previously about the rapes. She does not say in her interview whether she feels she made the right decision but hopes she will be able to put her memories to rest.
Many interviewees report using the interview as a way to talk about and, perhaps, to make sense of, their difficult memories. While the interview space cannot ‘heal’ a traumatized survivor of violence, it can be a way for survivors to give voice to memories that haunt them and an audience to hear of their suffering. Although the Foundation did reach out to the survivors following the interview, and provided them with copies of their interviews, the viewer watching the interview has no way to know whether talking about her experience did help Irene.

Irene’s example demonstrates the power of the interview process to contribute to an interviewee’s strong emotional reaction when remembering traumatic memories. She had thought her memories, while painful, would be innocuous but discovered that the process of even contemplating giving an interview was sufficient to elicit psychological and physical responses. Her testimony demonstrates the potency of the interview as a space for creating its own emotions, not only as a place to discuss events and suffering that have passed. In addition, her own reflections on her thoughts about giving testimony demonstrate the need for oral historians to think about the interview in terms of process: the before, during and after effects of questioning.

Oral historians are acutely aware of their impact upon the interview and are particularly conscious of the effect that they have on the interviewee with the questions they ask. As interviews are a co-created source, the dynamics in the interview space impact upon the direction of the interview. An interviewee who is not at ease with the process or their questioner may refrain from disclosing difficult memories, especially if they do not feel the interviewer will be supportive. When a survivor talks about sexual violence in a Holocaust interview, the reaction of the interviewer is crucial to how comfortable the interviewee feels about this revelation and how much of their experience they will share. In my larger project, I observed a number of survivors who disclosed their abuse in the interview and who received far from supportive reactions: silence, gasps, awkward throat clearing and the eventual stilted question, ‘So what happened next?’ Confronted with unsupportive and uncomfortable interviewers, survivors may ultimately feel that the Shoah Foundation, and perhaps historians in general, are not interested in their experiences of sexual violence during the Holocaust. They generally move on with their stories, but the lack of interviewer reception to painful topics lingers in the following discussion. For others whose interviewers did ask follow-up questions, the way the interviewer approached this delicate topic determined how comfortable the survivor felt and sometimes how much detail they gave about their experiences. Survivors with a strong rapport with their interviewer engaged in reflective discussions about their experiences and their memories of them.

In the interviewer-interviewee relationship, oral historians are well aware of the power they hold. The interviewer is the one who arranges the interview, decides on the questions, operates the equipment and, ultimately, controls the end product – the recorded interview. Oral historians writing about the issue of power and inequality in the interview relationship have recognised the need for caution in how the interviewer proceeds when the dynamic is unbalanced. This is especially true in situations where the subject of the interview can be traumatic. Being insensitive to the limits an interviewee places around difficult topics can cause further emotional pain to survivors who are already suffering.

The last example is of an interview that failed the interviewee in an emotional sense. Erica C. prefaces her story by saying, ‘I really don’t want to talk about it. But I will.’ She tells her interviewer that while still living in Vienna after the Anschluss, she was gang raped repeatedly by members of the Gestapo. She says the authorities required her to report to them three times a week from 1938 until she escaped to Switzerland in 1940. Every time she reported to the Gestapo headquarters, she was taken to a special room and gang raped by multiple German men. On several occasions in the interview, Erica says she cannot talk about the details. The interviewer, Juliet Halpern, asks clarifying questions in the first instance, which Erica responds to. There is then a break to change tapes. After the tape change, the interviewer attempts to extend the discussion of sexual violence, including asking questions about how Erica dealt with the experience psychologically, how it affected her marriage and how she told her family about what happened to her. Erica repeatedly states her reluctance to talk about the experience:

INTERVIEWER: Can you describe how this event happened?
ERICA C.: How – What?
INTERVIEWER: How this event happened to you? The second time you went?
ERICA C.: [Ten second pause] I can’t do that. [Looking to right, then turns head looking up and slightly left] There is no way that I can go into details about this [slight shake of head]. I can’t.
INTERVIEWER: Okay. Just, you were told to go to another room?
ERICA C.: Mm-hmm.
INTERVIEWER: What did you think? You didn’t know?
Erica C.: Didn’t see anything. They asked me to get undressed, and I didn’t. So they pulled my clothes down. Not all of it, just some of it. [15 second pause, Erica stares at the interviewer.] I can’t help more – I can’t tell more. Can’t. Sorry. [Pause] It’s just too personal. [Frowns] Too hateful.

INTERVIEWER: What, ah– Do you remember being frightened? Screaming? Crying?

ERICA C: [Slow nod] I sure do. [Ten second pause, looking to the left, unfocused. After pause, Erica sighs, refocuses and turns her head back to the interviewer.]

INTERVIEWER: What happened when you had to go the next time?...

After this exchange, the interviewer asks for information about what happened when she reported to the Gestapo. Erica’s body language – long pauses, looking away from the interviewer for extended periods and frowning – makes clear her discomfort with the line of questioning and several times she says that it is ‘too personal’ and that she cannot talk about it. Later in the session, the interviewer again interrupts Erica to return to this story and to ask for more detail. Erica reveals her son told those who attended her synagogue what happened, as a way to tell her children and grandchildren about her trauma. Halpern asks Erica to expand on this:

ERICA C.: I wanted them [my children], and grandchildren, to hear, for the first time, what happened to me. And I did tell that, in front of all the people. Didn’t go into details like you’re asking me to. But I did tell them. [Pause, sniffs.]

INTERVIEWER: And you were able to?

ERICA C.: Not into details. As a matter of fact, I did not talk about it. My son went up on the stage, Steven. I could not talk about it anymore. And I don’t want this to happen now. So he went up on the stage and he told about that part.

During the interview, Erica could not be clearer here that she is uncomfortable with discussing the details of her multiple gang rapes. Her body language is hostile, her voice incredulous when the interviewer returns to the subject repeatedly, and she specifically states that she does not want to talk in detail and is unhappy with the direction of the interview. Yet the interviewer continues to bring up this experience. While the detail of the questioning means that the viewer has a far better understanding of what happened to Erica, and how this has affected her life, this knowledge comes at some cost to the survivor, who felt compelled to answer questions against her wishes. Potentially, Halpern may have believed she was working within the guidelines of the Shoah Foundation’s project here: their interviewer guidelines make clear the need for specificity and concrete details, encourage the interviewer to ask ‘probing questions’ to elicit information in greater depth, and… to ask the interviewee to reflect upon events.34 Literary scholar Dawn Skorczewski discusses a similar Shoah Foundation interview, where the interviewer presses for details about sexual violence that the survivor was not prepared to give. She argues that such a moment destroys the relationship between the interviewer and interviewee, to the point where the camera becomes voyeuristic, witnessing the very emotion that the survivor did not want to display.35 Certainly, in Erica’s interview, the repeated returning to the issue of sexual violence causes a breakdown in the rapport between the interviewer and interviewee.

Erica’s testimony is extremely uncomfortable to watch. A survivor who brought up her traumatic experiences in order to have them on the ‘historical record’ is ignored in her requests to stop the questioning and probing for details. Skorczewski likens interviewers in such scenarios to detectives, ‘enact[ing] a discursive situation in which detectives pursue the facts of a crime. They are positioned as knowing experts whose inquiries shape the narratives of the events.’36 In the examples Skorczewski uses, the interviewees push back against their interviewers’ attempts at more details and refuse to answer. Erica attempts to do this at first, but, under the continuing barrage of questioning from Halpern, she does eventually provide more detail. We can see in Erica’s testimony a clear example of an uneven power relationship being exploited.37 Although she does not want to answer because recalling the details is emotionally too hard, Erica does because she feels obliged in the context of the interview. Sitting in front of an interviewer, a videographer and a camera, in that moment she felt that she could not push back and refuse to talk. This is a particularly problematic element of the interview. In these exchanges, Erica’s emotional state has become irrelevant to the quest for details.

By pushing for details that Erica does not want to give, Halpern denied Erica the agency to determine which aspects of her story were told and recorded in the interview. Oral historians have long been concerned about protecting our narrators from the ill effects of retelling difficult stories and have argued that a key way to do this is to ensure the interviewee has a measure of control over how they tell their own story.38 Reflecting on his extensive work with Holocaust survivors, Henry Greenspan has observed that scholars should view silence and speech as acts of agency. ‘“Choose” is the key word,’ he writes.39 In
Erica’s interview, her agency is clearly displayed in her careful decision to tell her family and community, and likewise in her choice to give the broad strokes of her story to the Shoah Foundation. But this agency is then removed, and Erica’s wishes silenced, by the interviewer’s insistence that they continue to talk about the topic against the interviewee’s expressed wishes.40 In Erica’s interview, the emotional display is not only the pain of recollecting traumatic memories, but also that of not being listened to, in a space specifically created to listen to her story.

Oral historians, particularly those accessing interviews in secondary archives as I am, need to be cognisant of the ethical ramifications of using other people’s interviews. While I cannot control what happened in Erica’s interview, I can control how I use it as a scholar and I can respect her agency while doing so. I have chosen to include her story in this paper to demonstrate the importance of listening to narrators and of being cautious about how the interview space and the interviewer-interviewee dynamic can have considerable impact on narrators. In Irene’s case, she made a decision to push past her physical and emotional pain to sit with the Shoah Foundation and talk about her Holocaust experiences, including sexual violence. Erica agreed to share her story of sexual violence, but she placed limitations on what she was willing to share. Her agency was not respected in the interview process and her interview demonstrates the vulnerability of oral history interviewees when talking about sensitive subjects.

‘And what happened next?’: Using emotional interviews in Holocaust research

Oral history as a discipline is necessarily self-reflective. Usually, this involves the interviewer considering their own interview, the ethics involved and their relationship with the interviewee. In the case of my research, I am not the interviewer, but rather a viewer watching on my computer screen twenty years after the interviews were conducted. In using the VHA, I am a further step removed from the interview than other oral historians conducting interviews about difficult subjects. For these other oral historians who are aware of the ethical concerns about asking narrators to detail traumatic experiences, they are personally embedded in the intimate dynamic between interviewer and interviewee. But the secondary viewer, removed in time and space from the interview, has no control over how the interview is conducted, nor the delicate interactions within this space after sexual violence revelations are made. So how can we ethically make use of these interviews?

Holocaust research, by its very nature, is emotional work. All Holocaust testimonies involve asking the narrators to talk about experiences that were traumatic and destructive to their communities, their families and to themselves. Further, our ability to conduct research on taboo topics such as sexual violence is contingent on survivors voluntarily doing emotional work in interviews and choosing to talk about these experiences. As I discussed earlier in this article, survivor testimonies are the main, and sometimes only, sources historians have that shed light on Jewish women’s experiences of sexual violence. As such, it is imperative that we are careful with the interview sources that exist already and when conducting new research with Holocaust survivors about sexual violence.

In the additional interviews I looked at as part of my larger project almost every single interviewee initiated the conversation about sexual violence themselves. These were experiences they deliberated on and decided to bring up in their interview. Many emphasised the importance of having their story ‘on the historical record’. They made very deliberate decisions to talk about their difficult memories because they saw that these stories were not present in most scholarship and representations of the Holocaust. Irma M., for instance, forcefully insisted on telling her story of sexual assault when an embarrassed interviewer tried to move the discussion along. Leaning forward and pointing an index finger straight at the interviewer she says, ‘I want to discuss something else in Switzerland. Okay?... I must put this in because I think it’s important.’41 We should not be afraid to use interviews that include taboo stories because that also removes agency from these women who made the difficult decision to share experiences, despite their discomfort and the emotional toll it took on them. As Irma and hundreds of other women like her make clear, what happened to them was important and should be included in historical understandings of the Holocaust. Several women mentioned feeling angry and unrecognised by the lack of discussion in historical scholarship about sexual violence against Jewish women. Luba M. speaks with frustration about never being able to find reference to the mass rapes by Soviet soldiers of women in liberated concentration camps: ‘somebody [should] write about it and say something about it!’42 She believes talking about her attempted rape will provide a more accurate representation of the war and liberation. These women are aware that discourse about the past is often controlled by historians.43 Survivors sometimes explain that giving testimony is a way not only to object to existing scholarly work that has marginalised their experiences, but also to actively influence future scholarship because their Shoah Foundation Institute stories may be used in historical work. Talking about sexual violence in their Holocaust interview was a way to assert their own agency and to actively participate in the creation of histories about Jewish women during the Holocaust.

The Shoah Foundation Institute’s Visual History Archive is a repository filled with emotion. Testimonies
about sexual violence during the Holocaust demonstrate that ‘what happened next’ – after the assault, and after the disclosure of sexual violence in an interview – is complicated by both the tumult of the memories and the interview circumstances themselves. The four interviews discussed in this paper are examples of anguish, disgust, discomfort, guilt and sorrow. Esther, Eva, Irene and Erica all shared their stories with the Shoah Foundation in order to have their experiences of sexual violence on the record and to ensure their story is told in its entirety.

Emotions and feelings about sexual violence are woven into the broader narratives of their Holocaust experiences. For Esther, these emotions are visceral and connect to her sense of identity. The memory of her horror is clearly imprinted upon her body and retelling this story also brings the reminder of her perpetrator’s violent touch. Eva’s experience demonstrates how memories of sexual violence can be closely intertwined with other key memories of the Holocaust. Remembering her sister and her cruel separation from her necessitates remembering the assault she suffered at the hands of a trusted family friend, all while in the desperate circumstances of a cattle car bound for Auschwitz. The direct link between her assault and her sister’s death means that this memory is infused with feelings of guilt for Eva. In both of these testimonies, the emotions of the past are still very clearly present for the two women remembering their assaults in the 1990s, and although they may have processed their experiences in the intervening years, the emotions felt about these events are still raw and powerful in their interviews.

Emotions can also be created within the interview space. Irene’s story demonstrates how even the contemplation of remembering sexual violence, and her Holocaust experiences more generally, can bring back floods of memories buried decades earlier. Finally, Erica’s interview is a stark example of the role the interviewer plays as an active participant in the construction of the interview and the responsibility interviewers have to not only listen to their interviewee, but also to be cognisant of the emotional damage that can be wrought in a quest for a detailed interview when dealing with sensitive topics.

These stories demonstrate the importance of attempting to understand emotion not only in terms of the events they are describing, but also how emotion affects the narration of these events many years later and how the act of giving testimony can create new emotions within the interview space. We must be both aware and cautious of the power of emotion within difficult testimonies in order to conduct and use our interviews effectively, and to ensure our narrators are not emotionally harmed by our practice.

This article has been peer reviewed.
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Endnotes


5 For a detailed and critical analysis of the VHA, see Noah Shenker, Reframing Holocaust Testimony, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 2015.
This paper will only examine testimonies of female survivors. My larger project examined sexual violence against Jewish women and girls, and I did not include analysis of male testimonies. This was for two reasons. The first is the large volume of testimonies I already had for women survivors (989 in English) compared to a much smaller number from male survivors. Secondly, it became clear early in the project that Jewish men’s memories of sexual violence were very different not only in the way they experienced sexual violence, but also in language choices, psychological reactions, the ways men interpreted and applied meaning to their own experiences, and in the gendered cultural discourses surrounding sexual violence against men as opposed to that against women. It became evident that the stories of male survivors of sexual violence during the Holocaust could not be given satisfactory attention in this project, so I limited the focus to Jewish women and female children. My next project will be an exploration of male experiences of sexual violence and a gendered analysis of men’s memories of the Holocaust.

This included two categories of keywords: ‘rape and sexual molestation’ and ‘coerced sexual activity’ (including permutations of these two categories, such as ‘rape and sexual molestation in ghettos’).


Langer, *Ruin of Memory, xv.


Esther G. (23436), 17 November 1996, Shoah Foundation Institute Oral Testimony, tape 6, 2.00-15.00.
For more on this, see Michael Frisch’s work on shared authority:


For an illuminating discussion on the ability of interviewers to further silence survivors of sexual violence, see Linda Alcoff and Laura Gray, ‘Survivor discourse: Transgression or recuperation?’, *Signs*, vol. 18, no. 2, Winter 1993, pp. 260–90.


Portelli, *Death of Luigi Trastulli*, p. 56.